<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center"><b><span style="font-family:open sans;color:black">Situational Awareness Report</span></b></p>
<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center">17 August 2016</p>
<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center">As of 9:00 am</p>
<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center">State EOC Activation Level: Level I</p>
<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center">WebEOC Incident: 16-019 Severe Weather – Statewide – 10-14 August 2016</p>
<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center">State Declaration Proclamation 111-JBE - 2016 State of Emergency - Heavy Rain and Flooding</p>
<p class="wordsection1" align="center" style="text-align:center">Situation: A lingering surface low over the coastal plains will continue to draw in tropical moisture into the South. Numerous showers and thunderstorms have developed and are lingering across the Gulf States, yielding high rainfall amounts. Stay tuned to your local National Weather Service for the latest updates, watches and warnings.</p>